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The 2016 vintage was unusual in many ways, depending on where you look 
in the Pacific Northwest. In eastern WA, harvest started around August 25th 
and finally wrapped up in mid-November, making it one of the longest on 
record. The yields were record breaking, blowing past the 2014 record by a 
whopping 20%. Yikes. And cooler weather halfway through the season, not 
to mention rain in October, allowed higher acid levels to accompany the 
robust flavors that were the result of very long hang times. Winemakers are 
excited. 

In Oregon, yields varied from above average to below. A brief heat spell 
shortened the flowering period leading to smaller than normal berries, 
concentrating flavors. And relatively dry conditions later allowed steady, 
even ripening of the (luckily) early crop, which was off the vine just seconds 
before record rains in October. Most folks are saying that though 2014 and 
2015 were great vintages, 2016 is looking to be stellar. Winemakers are 
excited. 

All of this jives with what we have at this point, about to go into barrel. The 
Pinot is promising to be the best ever, and big reds are fruity and lush, 
especially the Cabernet Sauvignon and Cabernet Franc. And cold weather 
has arrived just in time for the wines we want to stabilize.  It will be hard to 
wait to pop the cork on this vintage. But as is often remarked, winemakers 
are excited.  



Misc. Information 

• What is the average life 
span of a grapevine? 
On average about 25 years.  
Some, however, have been 
known to live 50 to 100 years 
or more.  The prime fruit 
producing years are after 10 
harvests and under 35.  After 
that the vines still produce 
quality fruit, but not as 
vigorously or plentiful.  
• Private equity group buys 
Merriman Vineyard Carlton, 
OR —Ackley Beverage 
Group, a private equity 
investment firm based in 
Seattle, WA, has purchased 
Merriman Vineyard in the 
Yamhill-Carlton AVA of 
Oregon. The 44-acre 
vineyard was planted in 1999 
mostly to Pinot Noir with a 
few acres of Chardonnay. 
The Merriman Vineyard will 
now supply more grapes for 
Montinore Estate, which 
Ackley Beverage Group 
partnered with in February.  
• Willamette Valley named 
2016 wine region of the 
year. - America at large is 
starting to pick up on 
something Oregonians have 
known for years. Earlier this 
month, Wine Enthusiast 
magazine named the 
Willamette Valley its 2016 
wine region of the year, 
noting the valley’s impressive 
outside investment while 
praising its Burgundian-
quality pinot noir. In a twist 
for Oregon, the magazine’s 
award focuses on the 
Willamette Valley’s history, 
starting with the first Pinot 
Noir, Chardonnay and Pinot 
Gris plantings from Eyrie 
Vineyards’ David Lett, then 
retelling the tale of Eyrie’s 
South Block Pinot Noir 
placing in the top three at 
1979’s prestigious Gault-
Millau French Wine 
Olympiad. As for the present, 
the magazine references the 
glut of money to flood the 
region. 

1.) Snacks: This will be a potluck; bring a small snack to share.  
2.) . Everyone needs to sign a new waiver.  If you didn’t pay your dues at the Gala or 
picnic please remember to pay your 2016 dues at this meeting. 
3.) Bring a wine glass for tasting of member wines. 
4.) The regular club meeting will begin at 7 pm and end by 9 pm. If you can, get 
there a little early to help set up.  Please help put away chairs and tables at the end 
of the meeting. 

Website: http://portlandwinemakersclub.com/ 

December Meeting Minutes 
(There was no meeting in November) 

• Discussed a problem Alex Knotts is having with elemental sulfur in his wine.  
Suggested possible fining techniques or internet search. 
• Gala – Damon Lopez passed around the protein sign up list.  Gala poster needs to 
be corrected for the potluck sides. 
• Elections:  Phil Bard was nominated for President for another year - passed.  Ken 
Stinger was nominated for Secretary - passed.  Paul Rogers was nominated with 
Barb Stinger helping for Tastings chairman – passed.  Bill Brown was nominated for 
Tours chairman – passed.  Marilyn Brown was nominated for Events chairman – 
passed.  Don Robinson was nominated for Competitions chairman – passed.  Bob 
Hatt was nominated for Grape Purchases chairman – passed.  The position of 
Education/speakers was left open, Bill Brown will fill in temporarily. 
• The meeting was thrown open for discussions about 2016 wine problems. 

Note: A regular meeting was held on Wednesday, December 7th at 7:00 
PM at Oak Knoll Winery.  This was early in the month because of 
Christmas. The agenda was Planning for 2017 & election of officers (see 
minutes).   

The next PWC event will be the Gala at Archer Winery on January 14th 
(see page 3). 

The next regular meeting will be held on January 18th.  The agenda will 
be 2016 crush talk and planning.  Come with ideas for 2017.  Bring one 
of your bottles to share.  How are your 2016 wines doing so far?  Now is 
a good time to renew your club membership and sign a new waiver. 

The only PWC member to enter the prestigious Los 
Angeles Cellar Masters International Amateur wine 
competition was Paul Boyechko.   Guess what, he won 
“Best of Show; Reds”  for his 2013, Columbia Valley 
Merlot and ‘Silver” for his 2013, Columbia Valley  
Cabernet Sauvignon.  Way to go Paul. 

The 40th Annual Seafood & Wine festival is again inviting 
amateur wine makers to enter their wines in the Amateur Wine 
Competition.  In order to participate entries must be received 
by the Greater Newport Chamber of Commerce no later than 
5:00 PM on January 27th, 2017 or to a local drop off site no 
later than January 20th, 2017.  Go to seafoodandwine.com 



THE PORTLAND WINEMAKERS CLUB GALA

 
SATURDAY~ JANUARY 14, 2017 4:00PM-9:00PM 

Archer Vineyard 
32230 NE Old Parrett Mtn Rd 

Newberg, OR 97132 
 

$15.00 PER PERSON  
~ Pay at the door, and remember to renew your membership ~ 

Call Bridget Lopez for questions, at: 904-254-7592, or Email at: BFOSTERPACIFIC@GMAIL.COM 

Bring your own wine glass, and favorite wines to share.  

If your last name starts with: 

A-G: Please bring a side dish 
H-P: Please bring a dessert 
Q-Z: Please bring a salad 

 



Carbonic maceration 
A closer look at this winemaking technique  

The wine world is full of terms that people use without quite 
understanding just what they mean by them. Carbonic 
maceration is one such term, and in this short piece I’m going to 
attempt to get to grips with it, without becoming too technical 
and boring. It’s a method that’s employed to make lighter red 
wines with fruitier aromas, and it’s strongly associated with the 
Beaujolais wine region. 

As with many topics in wine, the truth isn’t entirely black and 
white. It’s complicated. Pure carbonic maceration is quite rare, 
and there are a number of variations on the theme. But the 
simple version is thus: 

Carbonic maceration is the process that occurs when intact 
bunches of red grapes are fermented in a sealed vessel that has 

first been filled with carbon dioxide. In the absence of oxygen, these intact berries begin an intracellular fermentation 
process, during which some alcohol is produced, along with a range of other compounds that can affect wine flavor. 

Once the level of alcohol reaches 2%, which is after about a week at typical fermentation temperatures of 35 °C, the berries 
begin to die. They then either release their juice, or more typically are pressed before this happens. Then follows a normal 
fermentation (carried out by yeasts), resulting in a relatively pale colored red wine with low tannin levels and enhanced fruity 
aromatics. 

So let’s add some complexity to this story. First, we need to distinguish between aerobic and anaerobic respiration. The first 
is what happens in the presence of oxygen. Cells need energy, and to get this they break down sugar using oxygen to 
produce carbon dioxide, sugar and water. In the absence of oxygen, anaerobic respiration can also take place in some cells: 
yeasts do this preferentially even when oxygen is present, and the result is that sugar is broken down to alcohol and carbon 
dioxide. The cells in grapes can carry out anaerobic respiration, but they are less able to cope with the resulting alcohol than 
yeasts are, and if they do this for too long they die.   

When whole bunches of grapes are placed in an atmosphere of carbon dioxide, they take it up and use it in anaerobic 
fermentation. In this process they break down sugars, but also malic acid, which is one of the main acids present in grapes. 
This malate degradation is the most significant step taking place during anaerobic fermentation, and it’s broken down 
sequentially to pyruvate, acetaldehyde and then ethanol. Typically, at a fermentation temperature of 35 °C, half of the malic 
acid is degraded in this way. 

There is therefore a fall in acidity levels that can be quite significant, with titratable acidity (TA) declining by as much as 3.5 
grams/liter and pH increasing by up to 0.6 units. But bear in mind that there would be some loss of acidity during the 
malolactic fermentation that usually occurs after alcoholic fermentation in red wines. This is where bacteria break down 
malic acid to lactic acid. 

During this process, polyphenols (such as tannins and anthocyanins) migrate from the skin to the pulp (the inside of the 
grapes), turning their flesh pink. Various compounds that are important for flavor (or which are flavor precursors) are 
produced. For example, extra amino acids are liberated from grape solids, which increases the nutrient status of the juice, 
and opens up the potential for these amino acids to act as flavor precursors. The ethanol produced can esterify some grape 
components, and one ester produced this way, ethyl cinnamate, gives strawberry and raspberry aromas. Another compound 
that increases is benzaldehyde, which adds cherry/kirsch aromas.  The berries eventually die when alcohol reaches a level 
of 1.5–2.5%. 

Beaujolais is traditionally associated with carbonic maceration, but the traditional method used here (known as maceration 
traditionelle) is not a strict carbonic maceration. Here, the entire clusters are transported in 50 liter bins and dumped in 
wooden cuvees, or cement or steel tanks. Some of the berries on the bottom are crushed by the weight of those above 
them, they start fermenting, and the tank fills up with carbon dioxide. These intact berries begin internal fermentation and 
then when they die they release their juice, which still has quite a bit of sugar in it, keeping the fermentation process going. 
The higher pH that results from the intracellular degradation of malic acid means that malolactic fermentation can begin 
more easily after alcoholic fermentation finishes. 

Even a stricter maceration carbonique, where the tank is filled with carbon dioxide before the clusters are added, will have a 
component of normal yeast-fulfilled alcoholic fermentation because some of the grapes will end up being crushed. The more 
yeast activity, the less of the distinctive carbonic maceration aroma the finished wine will have. Which can be a good thing. 



From: Tasters Guild Magazine 
Joe Borrello 

Q. I get a headache when I drink red wine, but not from white wine.  What causes that? 

A. Some wine researchers say that people have been getting headaches from red wine since Biblical times.  Evidence has 
shown that the problem is not a “hangover,” since sufferers complain of pain after as little as a few sips of red wine.  Nor is 
alcohol itself the culprit, since white wine does not affect people who suffer from RWH (Red Wine Headache, yes it is an 
actual medical research term).   

Initial theories suggested headaches might be due to sensitivity to sulfites, preservatives added during the grape crush and 
fermentation, but white wine usually contain more residual sulfites.  

According to the American Wine Alliance for Research and Education, Herbert Kaufman, M.D. reported on studies that 
suggest that prophylactic ingestion of aspirin prevented the red wine headache syndrome. 

In the studies, subjects with a history of RWH were tested with red wine, and all experienced headaches.  One week later 
the volunteers were given either a placebo, a dose of aspirin or acetaminophen one hour before the ingestion of red wine. 
Those that took the placebo experienced the headache as usual, while the acetaminophen delayed the RWH syndrome for 
6-10 hours.  The subjects that took the aspirin, however, did not suffer any RWH effects. 

The findings suggest a hormonal-like chemical called prostaglandin, which is evidently curtailed by aspirin, causes the 
headaches.  The study does not reveal what in red wine triggers the release of prostaglandin, but they do know that the 
chemical can dilate blood vessels and turn up the sensitivity of pain receptors. 

Although aspirin ingested prior to the consumption of red wine may ward off the RWH syndrome, test results also verified 
that once RWH begins, aspirin had little or no effect in altering the headache. 

There’s another variation on this theme that needs mentioning, and that is when whole bunches are used in a fermentation. 
In some cases, whole bunches are used, and then these are mashed up to release juice so that fermentation can start. In 
other cases, winemakers might seed the fermenting tank with a layer of whole bunches, and then add destemmed and 
crushed grapes on top. While much of the fermentation will be carried out by yeasts, the intact berries of the whole bunches 
will be in an anaerobic environment, and so some intracellular fermentation will take place. Even at pressing, there will still 
be some intact berries, and these will have pink flesh. One advantage is that in whole bunch fermentations sugar is more 
slowly released from the berries, keeping fermentation ticking along. Higher levels of glycerol are produced in these 
situations, which helps with the texture of the wine. 

There are some risks associated with carbonic maceration. The first is that the rise in pH (and fall in acidity) can make the 
wine a more hospitable environment for rogue microbes such as Brettanomyces. The second is that if oxygen isn’t excluded, 
volatile acidity can become a problem because of the growth of Acetobacter. But if these risks are controlled it can be a 
really useful technique for making lighter, approachable, fruitier wines, either as stand alone wines or as useful blending 
components. 

The Utilization of Used Barrels 
by Edo Heyns  Feb 1, 2014  

During barrel maturation different volatile compounds, which can contribute to the character of the wine, are extracted from 
the wood. 

The most important compounds and their flavor contributions the cis-oak lactone is probably the most important volatile 
compound because of its high concentration and low threshold detection. The extent of extraction of these compounds from 
barrels can differ significantly amongst the barrels because of species differences, leaching processes and toasting 
processes that can all contribute to the individual barrel differences. The extraction of these compounds is unfortunately 
limited and decreases with time. The wood influence of barrels is consequently limited to approximately 5 to 6 years. 
Thereafter a thin layer of wood of about 5 mm can be shaved from the inside of the barrel. However, such barrels have less 
extractable flavor compounds than new barrels. Should these barrels be re-toasted, the wine that may still occur in the 
barrels could become caramelized. This can lead to a burnt character in the wines matured in such barrels. The micro flora 
in used barrels that have been shaved, can also lead to the contamination of wine in the recycled barrels. 

An Australian research project was executed to investigate the recycling of used barrels as a source of unused wood as well 



as evaluating the potential microbiological contamination of wine by such wood. Various French and American barrels were 
broken down and the interior layers which had wine contact were removed. Thereafter it was split in the length into battens 
and the barrel grooves were removed to expose the unutilized parts. Pressure and far-infrared (FIR) were used to straighten 
the battens and to form volatile oak compounds in the battens. In this way 2.1 m2 internal surface of a 225 liter barrel was 
converted into 8 m2 of unutilized recycled surface. To evaluate the flavor potential of the recycled wood, battens of the wood 
were left in a 20% alcohol solution at room temperature for 7 days. 

The flavor compounds were then analyzed with a gas chromatograph. Comparison of these analyses with those of unused 
wood, indicated that the concentrations of cis-oak and trans-oak lactone (coconut and vanilla), guajacol (smoky and burnt 
bacon), 4-methyl guajacol (smoky), vanillin (vanilla) and eugenol (cloves) were alike. The recycled wood was thus suitable 
for winemaking. In order to research the potential carryover of Brettanomyces spoilage in the recycled wood the 
concentrations of 4-ethylphenol and 4-ethylguajacol were determined. No 4-ethylphenol was detected and only traces of 4-
ethylguajacol occurred. Because of the possibility that the specific investigated barrels were not exposed to Brettanomyces 
spoilage, some of the recycled battens were inoculated with Brettanomyces and incubated thereafter. These battens were 
then toasted with infrared (FIR). No viable Brettanomyces yeast was found in the toasted wood. The temperature during the 
toasting process (200°C inside the battens and 250°C on the surface) was consequently not only sufficient to form volatile 
oak wood compounds but also to kill all micro flora in the wood. 

The recycling of unutilized wood from used barrels creates the possibility to regain about 60 battens of unutilized wood from 
a barrel. 

Reference 
Wilkinson, Kerry; Li, Sijing; Grbin, Paul & Warren, Peter. 2013. Barrel 
reclamation: everything that’s old can be new again.  

Cab-Syrah Blend 
Author:  Tim Patterson 

Home winemakers often resort to a little blending to improve their wines — to add a little more body, tweak the acid 
balance or deepen the color, or just because it takes one more gallon of something to fill that barrel. But many of the 
world’s great wines, and maybe even a higher percentage of the world’s pretty good wines, are designed as blends from 
the start. 

Think Bordeaux, where two grapes in the mix are a kind of minimum and four or five not uncommon. Take Châteauneuf-du-
Pape, with 13 grape varieties (and counting) allowed in the soup. Or take Australia’s signature blend, Cabernet-Shiraz, 
sometimes known as Shiraz-Cabernet, an Oz staple with a lot to recommend it.  

The first time I encountered this blend, early in the Australian invasion of US wine shelves, I thought it seemed rather odd. 
Why would you blend two big wines, each capable of standing on its own? Wouldn’t that make something overly heavy, 
clumsy, fighting with itself? But after some tasting, I figured out the underlying logic of this blend: the Cabernet Sauvignon 
provides the tannin structure and therefore the basis for longevity, and the Shiraz (Syrah for us Northern Hemisphereans) 
gives fleshy fruit from day one. The result is something a lot of wines claim, but often don’t really deliver: drinkability when 
young, right after release and the potential to mature in the bottle for several years.  

In my experience, the combination of these two powerhouse wines is anything but heavy, not the overpowering sum of the 
parts that might be expected. Instead, Cab-Shiraz often comes across as lighter and livelier than either component. It’s as 
though the relative austerity of the young Cabernet diminishes the syrupiness of the Syrah, keeps it from being cloying — 
which some mass-market Aussie Shiraz can certainly be — while the fruitiness of the Syrah keeps the tannin from the 
Cabernet on a short leash. Somebody ought to cross these two grapes and see what happens. 

Meantime, certainly for home winemakers, setting out to do a Cabernet-Shiraz blend is a great learning exercise in variety-
specific winemaking. In many respects, making red wine is making red wine, but the nuances of difference in the grapes 
ultimately call for differences in cellar technique, as well as site selection and viticulture. Especially during the hectic week 
or ten days of fermentation, the common path to dryness has a lot of detours on one side or the other, in things like yeast 
preferences, fermentation temperature and the timing of pressing. Doing them side by side, even if a couple weeks apart, 
is a terrific hands-on lesson in steering wines in particular directions. In a short few days, the two approaches accomplish 
quite different things — and can end up in one happy marriage of a wine.  

For the purposes of this article, the things that apply to all red wines — the importance of sanitation and clean equipment, 
the need for testing of basic grape and wine chemistry, frequent monitoring, topping off storage vessels, keeping SO2 
levels in range — will get relatively scant attention. The focus will be on how this modern classic blend starts on two tracks 
and finally comes together on one — without crashing. 



Grapes 
I know it’s fashionable these days to insist on “picking on flavor, not on the numbers.” But some numbers are just not helpful 
for this particular wine style. Cab-Shiraz blends do rely on ripe flavors, but tend to fall apart and get blowsy and flabby once 
they get much past 14% alcohol, which means once the grapes get beyond 26 ºBrix. The 24.5– 26 ºBrix range is the right 
target. If one of the grapes is a little high, fine, it can average out; but if both are pushing the envelope, some dilution with 
acidulated water (6 grams of tartaric per liter of water) is recommended.  

There is no way to know ahead of time the “perfect” blend of your batch of Cabernet and your batch of Syrah — you’d have 
to taste them as finished wines, except that you have to order the grapes first. Aiming for an even split, equal parts of each, 
is a pretty good bet, especially if you get enough grapes to have a couple gallons of each available for fine-tuning the blend.  

This is a wine that certainly benefits down the road from barrel aging — maybe a year in a once-used 30-gallon (113-L) 
French or American barrel — which means buying enough grapes to fill at least a small barrel. But it can also work just fine 
in a carboy with  some oak cubes. One useful variation on the project would be to get enough grapes for three carboys — a 
little over 100 pounds (45 kg) of each variety — and then compose one that’s 50:50, one that’s two-thirds Cabernet and one 
that’s two-thirds Syrah. You can always blend them together one more time for the final bottling, but enjoy the differences in 
the meantime. 

Don’t let the fact you know it will grow up to be a blend fool you into thinking you can use second-rate grapes, as though 
somehow the process of combining the elements will overcome the flaws in the parts. You want grapes good enough to 
make good wine on their own. Get rid of any rotted grapes and other stray vegetable matter before crushing; this wine works 
best when it’s on the bright, clean side, not the earthy, stemmy side. The grape/wine chemistry should be in order — not just 
at reasonable sugar levels, but a pH down near 3.5 and acidity at or a little north of 6 grams per liter at the start of 
fermentation. If the pH is significantly high or the acidity low, fix it at the start.  

For both grapes, crush as gently as possible, trying not to shred the skins or chew up the stems or crush any seeds. More 
and more, gentle crushing — up to and including no crushing at all, just destemming — is the dominant trend at the moment 
for most red winemaking, and it certainly helps with Cab-Shiraz, where harsh notes can really stick out. Right after crushing, 
do a small, preventive addition of SO2 — 25–50 parts per million—and consider a small dosage of lysozyme (50–100 parts 
per million) to fight off unwanted lactic bacterial activity. (However, be aware that lysozyme can interfere with malolactic 
fermentation, or MLF.) 

Fermentation options 
Here the paths start to diverge. Keep reminding yourself, the idea is to get structure out of the Cab, fruit out of the Syrah. 
For the Cabernet Sauvignon, Bordeaux-friendly yeast strains are good choices, since they have been selected for their 
ability to extract goodies from Cabernet and the rest of that family of gapes. The Bordeaux Red strain is an obvious choice; 
MT yeast advertises its ability to enhance wine structure; D80 is another good candidate.  

For almost all red grapes, Australian winemakers tend to prefer front-loaded fermentations: getting the temperature up to its 
peak early in the fermentation cycle, then letting the must cool gradually as dryness approaches. The benefits of this 
approach are that the key phase of extraction of color and flavor compounds from the skins happens through temperature, 
while the ethanol level is still fairly low —instead of concentrating extraction at the end, when both temperature and ethanol 
(which favors tannin extraction) would be high. In this way, getting temperature to peak early is actually less aggressive than 
having it peak late, and since nearly all the goodies come out in the first few days, the option of pressing a bit early, a little 
before dryness, is available, limiting tannin accumulation.  

In the Cabernet case, you’ll want to get the temperature up to 85 ºF (29 °C), even close to 90 ºF (32 °C), for a day or a day 
and a half, then slowly cool down. For most home winemakers, this means applying heat bands around the fermenters and 
perhaps covering the tops with other blankets to provide further insulation. With periodic punch downs, the wine should be 
close to dryness in about a week.  

For the Syrah, there is of course the eponymous Syrah yeast, along with another popular strain, D254. Many winemakers, 
commercial and amateur, have been experimenting with wines composed of batches made with D80 and other batches 
made with D254, the result at least potentially being a blended wine with more concentration, intensity and body. At the 
other extreme, if your goal is to maximize the fruity, youthful side of a Cab-Shiraz blend, try using something like RC212, 
often a Pinot Noir yeast choice. The Syrah target temperature would be a little lower, from 80 ºF (27 °C) to maybe 85 ºF (29 
°C), again attained early in the fermentation cycle.  

Another technique worth trying for the Syrah piece of this puzzle is délestage, or what the Australians call rack and return. 
The procedure, briefly, involves lifting the floating cap of the Syrah sometime in mid-fermentation, depositing it in another 
clean fermenter, and exposing both the transported cap and the remaining liquid to air for a short period, maybe 2–4 hours. 
Then pour the liquid back over the grapes in their new home, leaving a lot of the seeds behind, and re-commence the daily 
ritual of punch downs.  

The virtues of this deconstruction/reconstruction are twofold. First, it exposes everything to oxygen, which is useful at this 



stage of fermentation and helpful for getting the operation through to dryness. Second, it reduces the seed content in the 
mix. This part is a bit controversial: seed tannin has for some time gotten blamed for imparting harsh and bitter flavors to 
wine, though some recent research casts doubt on that. In any case, the oxygen boost is a plus, also helping pave the way 
for possible early pressing. 

Pressing, Aging and Blending 
The Cabernet should be pressed as soon as it reaches dryness, measured by a hydrometer. The Syrah, on the other hand, 
should probably be pressed slightly early, between 2–5 ºBrix, and allowed to finish fermentation in carboys (or barrels) with 
airlocks. The same logic again: get all the structure you can from the Cab, get the fruit and dodge the tannins and any late 
over-extraction from the Syrah.  

Since this is a planned blend, the sooner the parts get together, the better—the better for settling the overall wine chemistry, 
and the better for being able to taste and smell what’s in the pipeline as a whole wine. And all of the wine, separately or 
together, needs to get inoculated for a malolactic fermentation (MLF) right after fermentation. The sooner the malolactic 
starts, the sooner it finishes, and the sooner you can do a major sulfur dioxide addition to protect the wine from spoilage.  

My approach here has been to press each wine into carboys, inoculate with malolactic starter bacteria, let everything settle 
a few days so the gross sludge can hit bottom, and then rack a draft blend into barrel. Starting with a 50:50 blend is fine, 
with a small amount of each wine reserved for tweaking and topping over time. If you are doing this on a carboy scale, it still 
helps to rack the wine off the gross lees before combining.  

You can choose to make the blend later on, when both wines have developed a bit more. This can sometimes offer more 
control of the blending proportions, based on blending trials, but gives the wine less time to come together and perhaps less 
time in barrel.  

Here’s the place to explain how I got into this almost by accident. From the 2006 harvest, I had a couple gallons of Cabernet 
left over from a Bordeaux blend, and I always have some Syrah around on general principle. Late in the game, I put them 
together in a carboy, tossed in some oak cubes, more or less forgot about it — and ended up with two cases of very tasty 
wine. Which inspired me to do the project on purpose in 2008, filling a 30-gallon (113-L) barrel with 15 gallons (57 L) of 
each, from the same grape sources as the 2006 trial balloon.   

A month or two after composing the draft blend, test for malolactic completion, as well as for pH and total acidity. Make any 
necessary acid adjustments, and hit the blend with SO2 at a level corresponding to the wine’s post-processing pH.  

Cab-Shiraz blends benefit from moderate amounts of oak, whether from cubes or barrels. You don’t want to make a lumber-
driven wine, but the density of these two grapes can soak up some oak flavors without getting lost in them. A one-year-old 
barrel is just about right, or an older, more neutral barrel with some chips added. French oak is gentler, American oak more 
forward, and both are fine for this wine. In the carboy version, try 4.0 ounces (113 grams) of cubes in a 5.0-gallon (19-L) 
container for two or three months, and then refresh the oak at racking time if a bit more oak seems appropriate.  

Finally, this blend is a good candidate for bâtonnage, lees stirring. Stirring lees once a week in barrels or carboys for several 
months helps promote autolysis of the spent yeast, adding especially textural compounds to the developing wine. Mouth feel 
can also be enhanced by adding various yeast-derived preparations and packaged tannin, but unless your lees are of the 
stinky persuasion, which have to be removed from the wine, stirring your own is a much simpler way to go.  

Finishing 
Taste the wine as it develops. Look out for emerging faults — volatile acidity, reductive aromas — and deal with those 
problems promptly. See how the balance of acid, oak, tannin, alcohol and fruit is coming along and adjust things as needed. 
After a few months, if it’s clear the blend needs some more Cab or some more Syrah, and you have some available, blend it 
in. If the blend still seems too roughly tannic, which is unlikely, consider a light fining to smooth the rough edges.  

After a few months, the logic of this blend should start showing through — a softer and more accessible wine than most 
Cabernets in their youth, more “grown up” than many New World Syrahs tend to be early on. All of this the result of less than 
two weeks of properly handled fermentation. If your wine is maturing in small vessels, it should be ready to bottle a year 
from harvest. Light (5 micron) filtration will help give a clearer, more brilliant wine. Use standard bottling procedures — 
careful sanitation, a light final SO2 addition (25 ppm), and a fanciful “critter” on your label to carry on the Australian theme.  

And then try and keep yourself and your friends from drinking all of it before it has a chance to age.  

Just Sayin’ 
JAKE LORENZO SITS IN the radiology lab reading Hoopla by Harry Stein. There must be 40 people in the lobby and I am 
the only one with a book. All the rest of them tap out texts on their smart phones, or they thumb through year-old magazines 
of no interest to anyone, skimming articles like, “How to Clean Your Dog’s Teeth” or “Nursing Your Plants through the 
Drought.” 



Most of the people keep glancing in my direction. Not to look at this detective reading his book but to stare at Dr. Iggy 
Calamari, inventor of the wine-powered pacemaker.  Iggy writhes on the filthy floor, holding his damaged right ankle in the 
air crying, “Lord, oh Lord, help me.  Make it stop hurting.” Jake Lorenzo knows for a fact that Iggy Calamari is not religious.  
Directing pleas to the Lord seems disingenuous somehow.  One thing for sure, Iggy is behaving like a baby, and this 
detective is having none of it. I’m just sayin’. 

For no reason discernible to Jake Lorenzo, Dr. Calamari decided he needed to get into shape. After serious scientific 
research, he determined that jogging would be the best activity to turn his overweight, flabby body into an Adonis like 
physique. When I asked him why he chose jogging, he answered, “Use it or lose it, Jake, and I want some of those 
endorphins.” 

He purchased an expensive pair of running shoes, selected a very sharp jogging outfit in a strange mauve color and set out 
to get into the best shape of his life. He didn’t get far. He put on his outfit, slipped into his shoes and then tripped over a 
shoelace as he stood up. According to the good doctor, he either twisted or 
broke his ankle. He crawled to his cell phone, called me and now we are waiting for him to get his X-rays. 

When the X-ray tech came with a wheelchair and left with Iggy, I used the delightful quiet to ponder. That’s what detectives 
do.  We ponder. “Use it or lose it” is something you hear a lot.  Makes no sense to Jake Lorenzo.  Where do these sayings 
come from? The only thing I exercise regularly is my liver. I use the hell out of it. I sure don’t want to lose it.  As for those 
endorphins, this detective will stick to wine for my highs. 

That got me thinking of another saying credited to Tom Waits, “I’d rather have a bottle in front of me than a frontal lobotomy.” 
I’m with Tom on this.  Randall Grahm did a riff on this when he said, “I’d rather have a frontal lobotomy than a Laube in front 
of me.” I’m with Randall on that one, too. 

There are lots of sayings that apply to wine. “It takes a lot of good beer if you want to make great wine.” Now, there was a 
saying to live by in the 1980s and ’90s. These days some corporate lawyer would be advocating that winemakers be put in 
jail for providing beer for their crew while on the job. They’d fall down and flop around the floor like Iggy, only they’d shout, 
“Judge, oh judge, the liability, the liability.” 

Dr. Iggy gave us an important saying.  It is one that we drink by. It is not unique to the good doctor, but it is a major tenet of 
science, “The solution to pollution is dilution.” Believe me, Jake Lorenzo lives this saying. When we are drinking, we always 
serve water, lots of it.  We have sparkling water, ice water and room temperature water. Whatever your preference, if you 
are drinking wine and spirits for eight to 10 hours, you better hydrate. 

One of the things I like about winemakers is that most of them drink. Not all of them drink wine, but they drink. When people 
drink, they can say some pretty dumb stuff, but I’ve been drinking with winemakers, who have come up with memorable 
lines. 

John Williams of Frog’s Leap fame was asked if he felt successful. He answered, “I came to Napa Valley on a Greyhound 
bus with $40 in my pocket. Now I’m $22 million in debt. I must be a success.” I can see all of you winery owners nodding 
your heads in agreement. The United States is close to $70 trillion in debt. That is why we are the most successful country 
around. Just sayin’. 

We all look for sayings to live by. How about this, “Produce no wine with less character than yourself.” That is from Terry 
Leighton who, along with his wife, Frances, runs Kalin Cellars. Terry was a professor of microbiology at the University of 
California, Berkeley and is a fount of great sayings. Long ago, he told me, “Using native yeast for a fermentation is like 
inviting a homeless person to dinner. It could make for an interesting evening, but there is a lot that could go wrong.” 

I know what he’s talking about. Back in the day, Jake Lorenzo would pick up hitchhikers and bring them home for dinner. 
Jakelyn’s mother stopped cooking in protest, and that protest has lasted close to 40 years and still counting. 

This detective appreciates a good saying. Sometimes you don’t even need a saying. A turn of phrase will do the trick. Larry 
Mawby, who makes great sparkling wine from the Leelaneau Peninsula in Northern Michigan, makes dozens of different 
sparkling wines. I once asked him why he didn’t reduce the selection and make his life easier. His reply was, “The tyranny of 
success.” 

Larry is right, too. Success can be a tyranny. You think Jake Lorenzo likes all these celebrities sending their managers 
around to ask me to do bodyguard work on their tours? You think Chuy likes all the tourists who fill the Burrito Palace 
clamoring for his delicious food and then complain about the hot sauce being too hot? How can hot sauce be too hot? It’s 
called HOT sauce! 
(I put that exclamation point in for a dear friend, who shall remain 
nameless. Normally, I don’t use them, but good friends are hard to come by.) 
Just sayin’.  



The use of French acacia for barrels 
by Edo Heyns  Sep 1, 2013 

When barrels are made from wood other than oak, it is frequently associated with certain regions, or wine types. Cherry 
wood barrels are for example   used for Italian Valpolicella wines and chestnut wood barrels are sometimes used for 
Portuguese ports. Although French acacia barrels have been used for many years for French, Italian and Spanish white 
wines, it is only recently that American cellars started to experiment with it. It is mainly used for Sauvignon Blanc, Pinot 
Blanc, Viognier, Chardonnay and Pinot Gris wines. The demand for these barrels led to the introduction and promotion of 
acacia barrels by French coopers in America. Different cooperages consequently already sell acacia barrels. Some 
cooperages also offer barrels containing French oak and acacia. 

French acacia, Robinia pseudoacacia, also known as false acacia or black locust is originally from Eastern America, from 
where it spread to Northern America and it is seen as an alien plant in some states. It was taken to France and England 
during the 1600s and is now found throughout Europe. The French acacia wood used for the assembly of barrels is sourced 
from the same forests as oak. The motivation for the use of French acacia is based on the more prominent fruit character 
and better mouth feel given to especially white wines. In spite of more structure, it does not exhibit such prominent tannins 
as oak. A barrel consisting of a combination of French oak and acacia promotes the delicate aroma of white wines, without 
prominent toasting, or wood flavors. It is also recommended to have 5 to 8 months yeast lees contact after the barrel 
fermentation of Chardonnay, Sauvignon Blanc, Semillon, Viognier, Marsanne and Roussane, to obtain citrus and floral 
flavors together with the lees complexity. 

Acacia barrels are approximately 10% cheaper than oak barrels, but they are still more expensive than American oak 
barrels. They are coopered similarly to oak and also available in the same sizes and barrel types as oak. They are also 
seasoned for a shorter period than oak and the recommended toasting levels vary from light to light plus. Seeing that acacia 
is more porous than oak wood, it can dry out faster and must be topped up more frequently and between different fillings it 
must be stored empty in a humid environment or rather filled with a brandy-water solution or rehydrated at regular intervals. 

The Valley of the Moon cellar in Sonoma uses acacia barrels as part of their Pinot Blanc blend. A combination of new, 
second, third and fourth fill barrels is used together with wine kept in stainless steel. It adds body and structure to the wine, 
without the vanilla, or wood prominence. The Sauvignon Blanc of Quivira Vineyards & Winery in Sonoma is also made with 
the use of lightly toasted 500 liters acacia puncheons. Although it is not a consistent blend combinations of naturally 
fermented wine in stainless steel, French oak and acacia barrels, as well as yeast lees contact are utilized to compose the 
blend. The wine made with acacia is always preferred as a blending component instead of using it as single varietal. 
(Rieger, 2013) 

Reference 
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 • President:  Phil Bard  phil@philbard.com 
• Set agenda for the year 
• Establish leadership team 
• Assure that objectives for the year are met 
• Set up agenda and run meetings  

 Treasurer:  Barb Thomson  bt.grapevine@frontier.com  
• Collect dues and fees, update membership list with secretary 
• Pay bills 

 Secretary:  Ken Stinger  kbstinger@frontier.com 
• Communicate regularly about club activities and issues 
• Monthly newsletter 
• Keep updated list of members, name tags and other data 

 Chair of Education: Marilyn Brown brown.marilynjean@gmail.com 
• Arrange speakers for our meetings 

 Chair for Tastings:  Paul Rogers & Barb Stinger  paulgrogers@fastmail.fm     
                     kbstinger@frontier.com 
• Conduct club tastings 
• Review and improve club tasting procedures 

 Chair of Winery/Vineyard Tours:  Bill Brown  bbgoldieguy@gmail.com 
• Select wineries to visit 
• Arrange tours 
• Cover logistics (food and money) 

 Chair of Group Purchases: Bob Hatt  bobhatt2000@yahoo.com     
 • Makes the arrangements to purchase, collect, and distribute 
 • Grape purchases  
 • Supplies – These should be passed to the President for distribution 

 Chair of Competitions: Don Robinson  don.robinson.pdx@gmail.com 
 •  Encourage club participation in all amateur competitions available.  Make information  
    known through Newsletter, a-mail and Facebook 

 Chairs for Social Events: Bill Brown (temporary) bbgoldieguy@gmail.com 
 •  Awards Gala / Holliday parties 

 •  Web Content Editor: Alice Bonham alice@alicedesigns.org Web Host: Phil Bard 
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